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Hi Folks, as I'm sending out day 7 blog post, it appears that day 6 was just stuck in the send queue and despite 

posting to our website, didn't actually go out as an email.  My apologies.  So...it's 2 for 1 today! Please go ahead 

and read day 7, as it contains some vital information! 

 

A couple of months ago, our son came home red-faced and too upset to talk. After a long 

interval of coaxing him to a reasonable state of mind we were able to debrief the school 

drama.  It wasn’t long before I shared his outrage and frustration, trying to come to terms with 

what had transpired.  

His class was in the gym, engaging in various ball games, but in particular dodgeball.  During 

the course of the idle time between games a handful of the boys began bullying another boy 

in the class who has some special needs, both physical and mental.  As they bounced balls 

off of his head and ran him down with insults, our son became increasingly indignant as the 

mistreatment persisted.  At some point he stood between the boy and the gang and 

demanded that they stop their cruelty.  Predictably, this resulted in them turning on him as 

well, and he endured the remainder of the class sharing the brunt of insults and abuse.  I 

asked him where the principal(who is also the PE teacher) was during all of this, frustrated at 
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hearing of the lack of adult intervention.  Not surprisingly, he was standing by the whole time, 

entirely aware of what was happening under his supervision. 

When questioned about what had transpired at PE the previous day, his response was that 

children need to learn to work out their own problems.  There is no one that will come along 

and save them in real life, and besides, if you stick your neck out, it’s going to get chopped. 

This perspective is not surprising.  At the risk of sounding redundant, we would do well to see 

how these attitudes are deeply embedded in a psyche after centuries of foreign rule.  Czechs 

were forced to keep their heads down during Habsburg rule, then under Nazi occupation, and 

further under Soviet socialism. In each case, Czechs survived and made a way of life out of 

keeping to themselves and developed a strong aversity to being noticed or gaining 

attention.  This has produced a quite loveable quality in Czechs as they are typically meek 

and self-deprecating, with a keen sense of humor. However, in sync with this quality is also a 

defeatism.  Trying new things, is perhaps the antithesis of what it means to be 

Czech.  Striving and ambition are met with strong resistance.  This approach has 

successfully preserved Czech culture through many transitions. Meanwhile, this tendency is 

a cancer in the church, as everyone sees the necessity for greater initiative and evangelistic 

effort, and the need has never been greater for churches to engage the culture around them 

and speak relevant truth into it, yet precious few can muster the resolve to do so. 

Last summer I spoke with a middle-aged couple who 

attend another church that I know of.  Neither of them 

came from Christian families, and I was curious to know 

how they came to know Christ.  Their stories were 

testimonies to God’s sovereignty and the work of the 

Holy Spirit as each recounted how God had drawn them 

without any personal witness.  One through his study of 

philosophy and books, and the other through her natural 

curiosity to know God.  What was astounding to me 

however, was that each of them became Christians while they were dating each other, but 

neither of them knew that the other was a Christian until well after their engagement!   They 

were blessedly surprised as they discovered the wonderful truth that they both were 

Christians. Of course, more surprising is that neither knew of the other’s faith.  If faith is too 

private a matter to share with your fiancé, imagine the thought of sharing it with a stranger! 

  

Prayer Focus Day #6 

Pray for divine appointments. We know that the Holy Spirit is at this moment drawing Czech 

people unto Himself.  Pray that God would put Christian people into their path, and use them 

to connect those whom He is drawing with the Word of God and a healthy local 

 



fellowship.  Pray for children and even our children who are in the Czech school system and 

face unchecked bullying on a daily basis.  Pray for our Heavenly Father to bind up the 

broken-hearted and use us as He would to be His hands where we are at. 
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